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New members and kicking off our
Green Growth project
As everyone manages to get some time off over the summer, catch up with
the latest news from Advanced Oxford. We'll look forward to reconnecting in
September - hopefully not just via a computer screen!
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New research project on Green
Growth is underway
Climate change is one of the most pressing challenges of our time. T he UK has
a great reputation for science and engineering research and finding ways to
transform this into innovative technological solutions. T here are many
examples of Oxfordshire based companies that are developing technology
that will help us to transition to a low carbon, more sustainable economy.
Advanced Oxford’s next research report will look at how Oxfordshire’s science
and technology businesses, campuses and academic infrastructure are
contributing to this agenda.
As the economy looks to move to a recovery phase, following the economic
shock of Covid-19, there is an active debate about the need to embed
environmental policies into the recovery plan, i.e. to drive a green economic
recovery. Our research will look at what needs to be done to support growth
and will assess how these types of innovative companies can be at the heart
of a post-Covid, green recovery.

What our research project will do:
Characterise the growing cluster of Oxfordshire-based companies
developing ground-breaking work to help solve a pressing global
problem. Map capabilities and support available to accelerate
growth and collaboration.
Provide insight and recommendations in support of growth. We
anticipate that the report will provide evidence that can be used to
shape thinking around how Oxfordshire can engage inward investors
and attract new industrial players and risk capital investment into
the region.
Build a Directory of Oxfordshire-based or located businesses. T he
Directory will provide visibility to peers and to decision makers. It will
support companies to find potential collaboration partners and to
build their network.

Keep up to date with this project via our website

Advanced Oxford membership news
We are delighted to welcome Carter Jonas and T he Oxford Science Park into
our membership at this time. Both organisations have a long-track record in
providing the infrastructure and places that allow commercial science to
flourish within the Oxford region and they both bring great expertise to our
work.

Advanced Oxford's paper on postpandemic economic recovery
Our paper on post-pandemic economic recovery has been shared with policy
makers and with the House of Commons select committee for business,
energy and industrial strategy. Some of the content also informed the
Oxfordshire LEP Innovation Group's submission to BEIS on the R&D roadmap.
Advanced Oxford is represented on the Innovation Group by Sarah Haywood,
Jane Galsworthy and Barbara Ghinelli. T hank you to everyone who contributed
their policy thoughts and views

Click here to read the paper
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